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Informed by Carey’s cultural approach to communication, this article revisits the debate about the historical impact of new communication technologies. Several studies have pointed to technology “affordances” as offering a useful middle ground between determinist and social constructivist perspectives. This article explores how the concept of affordance might be tweaked to emphasize what an emerging technology suggests in time to the cultures using and developing it. The second half of the article illustrates the discussion with a close examination of the affordances of blogging technology and especially of a novel communications genre: news-related blogs. Keywords: technological determinism; social construction; affordance; news; blogging



I



t must be a testament of the appeal of Clifford Geertz’s notion of culture and of how to study it that more than three decades after his seminal essay on “Deep Play,” Balinese cockfighting still turns up in so many unlikely places. The most cursory Google search finds references in essays on business process change and Bowling for Columbine, on gambling trends in Greece and the video game “Grand Theft Auto III.” The cockfights come up in discussions of the uses of violence, of the significance of play, and of the idea that a society can be read in any of its rituals, among other contexts. At times the fighting birds become a shorthand for Geertz’s technique of “thick description,” or for the close study of culture in general. That last sense, of a sly nod to the methodological heft of Geertz’s work, comes across in James Carey’s (1992) clarion call for a “cultural approach” to communication. “And it is in this role—that of a text—that a newspaper is seen; like a Balinese cockfight, a Dickens novel, an Elizabethan drama, a student rally, it is a presentation of reality that gives life an overall form, order, and tone,” wrote Carey (p. 21). A newspaper serves not only to carry information but also, just like the ritual of cockfighting, to maintain society. Further on, he tips his pen to Geertz for the crucial point that symbols, the fabric of culture, operate as both representations of and models for reality. That dual role is the basis for Carey’s core definition of communication as “a symbolic process whereby reality is produced, maintained, repaired, and transformed” (p. 23). And it
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should go without saying that Geertz’s ethnographic methods offer one crucial peg for scholarship proceeding from a “ritual view” of communication. On close inspection, though, Geertz’s concept of culture offers trickier—though perhaps no less fertile—ground than it first seems to for a systematic approach to the study of media. Aiming to assert the basic legitimacy of the cultural approach, and thus of communication as a discipline in its own right, Carey’s essay emphasizes constants: the fact that mass media, religious ritual, social pastime, and any other cultural product all share in society’s symbolic labor. What this leaves at best implicit, and what our pattern-seeking instincts make it all too easy to forget, is Geertz’s (1973) insistence that the way cultural products do that symbolic work will be anything but constant. He flatly rejects the search for the universal across cultures, arguing that “humanity is as various in its essence as its expression” (Geertz, 1973, p. 36). Geertz hints at basic processes that underlie culture, the way scientific laws underlie natural phenomenon; but rather than providing a curb on cultural accident, these feedback loops are the very source of the evolutionary caprice that can unfold toward five o’clock tea as easily as toward Balinese trance. As we shall see, they yield little purchase for any but the vaguest rules about how media form and what ends they serve. One could easily substitute, say, “the news media” or (with a bit more trouble) even “telephones,” when Geertz asked, Is it in grasping such general facts—that man everywhere has some sort of “religion”— or in grasping the richness of this religious phenomenon or that—Balinese trance or Indian ritualism, Aztec human sacrifice or Zuñi rain dancing—that we grasp him? Is the fact that “marriage” is universal (if it is) as penetrating a comment on what we are as the facts concerning Himalayan polyandry, or those fantastic Australian marriage rules, or the elaborate bride-price systems of Bantu Africa? (p. 43)



In the following pages, I hope to suggest that, in fact, Geertz’s notion of culture, precisely because of its emphasis on vagary and variousness, does offer a useful vantage point for the study of media and media technology. In particular, the model of cultural emergence on which Geertz relies can add depth to the notion of technology “affordances” in a way that yields a firmer midpoint between accounts that look to the inherent qualities of a communications technology and those that emphasize its social construction. Affordances are the features of a technology that make a certain action possible; in a useful definition, they are “properties of the world defined with respect to people’s interaction with it” (Gaver, 1991, p. 80). To provide a scaffold for this discussion of culture, media, and affordance, I consider the emerging genre of news-related blogs. It may be the case that by exaggerating the basic mutability of all media—the way their essential character can vary between places and over time—blogs and other digital media draw our attention back to an existential whimsy that Geertz understood quite well.
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Culture, Determinism, and the “Print Revolution” Nearly three decades on, the cultural turn Carey called for may be under way only haltingly, in fits and starts. But in a practical sense at least, it is under way: The notion of culture informs communications research at every scale and of many different stripes. To consider just the study of news, for instance, the most recent version of Michael Schudson’s (2005) occasional literature survey finds culture taking a lead role in research about stereotypes and story types, about newsroom operations and “news judgment,” about comparisons of different journalistic traditions, and about the different modes that journalism can assume within a particular national tradition. Some of the most seminal work he cites, for instance by Stuart Hall, Herbert Gans, Daniel Hallin, and Paolo Mancini, was done before Carey’s essay—although of course culture does not always emerge as an overt category in those studies. The clearest sign of a cultural turn may be that what unites such work now seems apparent. What exactly constitutes a primary research role for culture? Schudson (2005) separated an emphasis on culture from one that looks to social factors (in either an organizational or societal context) thusly: “Where the social-organizational view finds determinants of news in the relations between people, a cultural view finds symbolic determinants of news in the relation between ‘facts’ and symbols” (p. 187). Another way to say that is that culture becomes an independent variable. As Schudson (1989) has described it elsewhere, the question becomes one of the effects that culture (and thus mass media) produce in its own right: “Does advertising make people materialistic? Do cockfights in Bali provide an emotional training ground for the Balinese? Did Harriet Beecher Stowe help start the Civil War?” (p. 158). Under the definition Geertz (1973) advances, of course, questions of effects become moot: Culture is explicitly a lattice of social control without which humans would be “mental basket cases” (p. 49). But it bears emphasizing that the possibility of historical effects is bound up in the very idea of a thing called culture, something spinning off of human activity with which humans then have to contend. A shorthand definition of culture could be precisely that force in human affairs that is not immediately social, economic, or political. The question of cultural impact figures prominently in the debate concerning how communication technologies take shape and whether they leave their own mark on human history. A robust notion of culture is a key armament in the arsenals of both camps. Consider Elizabeth Eisenstein’s (2005) work on the “printing revolution,” which critics have made into a poster child for technological determinism. Eisenstein practices history in the cultural mode. She draws our attention to the epistemological “veil of print” that prevents historians from appreciating the felt quality of life in Europe before the printing press and does her best to peer behind it. Her inquiry never strays far from the “webs of significance” that Geertz calls culture; as Eisenstein puts it, she wants to understand how the advent of print technology affected “mental constructs” and “ways of thinking, learning, and perceiving” (p. 5). She folds this notion of our basic ways of
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understanding the world before and after print into the shorthand dichotomy of scribal culture and print culture, and it becomes her lens for studying historical change. Eisenstein’s malleable concept of print culture elides cause and effect: It’s a sphere of thought and activity that grew up around the printing press, reflecting the potential for standardization and volume inherent in the technology, and it also seems to be a force that swept over social and political life. The “features of print culture” that she enumerates, like fixity, both bear the stamp of Gutenberg’s invention and bear it forth. Eisenstein lists a number of momentous changes that accompanied the shift from scribal to print culture—desacralization, atomization, weakened local ties, stronger national ties, cults of personality, and the regulatory state, to name a few. But she doesn’t much distinguish between what printing caused outright, what it helped along, and what it just dovetailed with nicely. Her agent of change can be printing, the press, the reading public, the “shift in communications,” the “duplication of identical messages,” or the “reception of printed messages” (p. 95)—when agency isn’t lost altogether in the passive voice. One of her best-known critics, Adrian Johns (1998), opened his attack by acknowledging this ambiguity: “In fact, the accusation of technological determinism sometimes leveled against Eisenstein may even be wide of the mark, as she consistently declines to specify any position on the question of how print culture might emerge from print” (p. 19; emphasis in original). Johns argues that what we regard as basic features of print—such as fixity and reliability—aren’t inherent at all but rather contingent, the results of centuries of human effort. He accuses Eisenstein of placing printing “outside history” by focusing too much on the inherent characteristics of printed text as we know it and too little on the human institutions that emerged to make it that way—too little, in other words, on the wider cultural contexts in which print culture took shape. The consequence of this change in perspective is that print culture itself is immediately laid open to analysis. It becomes a result of manifold representations, practices and conflicts, rather than just the monolithic cause which we are often presented. In contrast to talk of a “print logic” imposed on humanity, this approach allows us to recover the construction of different print cultures in particular historical circumstances.…In short, this recasting has the advantage of positioning the cultural and the social where they should be: at the center of our attention. (p. 20, emphasis in original)



This line of argument leads directly to the central paradox that makes the debate about technology’s effects so intractable. To make the case that the technology itself wasn’t defining, Johns describes the many obstacles that society had to overcome to establish fixity and reliability as the norms of print culture. But the same obstacles can be taken as evidence of the opposite—that the characteristics of print were so defining, they asserted themselves despite highly unfavorable circumstances. The question becomes whether early print culture was defined only by what books actually looked like or also by what they could look like. Johns points out that fears of piracy and inauthenticity attended print from the beginning, but those fears only
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underscore what printing had already made conceivable: the publication of identical, authentic copies of a text on a massive scale. Rather than refuting Eisenstein’s approach, Johns may have elaborated the causal mechanisms that it was missing. The systems of credit he identifies can be read as society’s response to the possibilities opened up by printing technology; they fulfilled the theoretical promise of print. Then the debate reduces to one about where to assign causation—about whether the tinder can sometimes be the spark. Are there potentials that, once they exist, must be exploited? Was the promise of print so alluring—as a way to spread ideas, to get rich, to serve God, and the like—that its fulfillment was, in some sense, inevitable?



Affordance as Middle Ground The debate about Eisenstein’s printing revolution brings the question of potential-ashistorical-force into sharp relief, but the same paradox lurks behind every discussion of technological effects. It’s worth pausing a moment to consider a stark example. During the past decade, a combination of file-compression techniques, high-speed Internet access, and peer-to-peer software has made it possible for tens of millions of people to freely swap movies and music online. At every juncture, humans drive this activity— they load up the software, they rip “content” off of discs, and they come together into the networks (often quite social ones) where file sharing happens. Yet common sense screams that the active voice works here, that we can say the technology sparked, unleashed, or even created the new habits that entertainment giants claim have transformed their industry. The real power of the concept of a technological “affordance” derives, I think, from the way it hints that potential exerts its own pull. Surprisingly, this sense of the term doesn’t much color Ian Hutchby’s (2001) argument for affordance as a “third way” between technological determinism and social constructivism. For Hutchby, the point is that a technology is not a blank slate that society can interpret as it pleases. As he wrote, “Different technologies possess different affordances, and these affordances constrain the ways they can possibly be ‘written’ or ‘read’ ” (p. 447; emphasis in original). This narrow reading misses the added point that sometimes an affordance is an invitation— a sense present both in the everyday verb “to afford” and in the roots of affordance in cognitive psychology. As Hutchby has noted, psychologist J. J. Gibson (1986) argued that animals perceive the objects around them directly in terms of affordance; for the lizard, at a fundamental level, the rock means shelter. The idea of an action invited becomes clearest in the literature of design, where, for instance, the particular bend of a door handle is said to afford either pushing or pulling. Brian Rappert (2003) appears to accept this more activist definition of affordance, ironically, even as he argues that the concept doesn’t yield much useful new ground in the study of how technologies take shape. As he interprets Gibson, affordances are “the perceived properties of an object that suggest (but do not determine) how it might
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be used” (p. 566; emphasis in original). Rappert surveys the literature of technology studies to argue that the field has long sought a middle ground that sees technology as both “configured by and configuring, affected by and affecting” (p. 569). The cautious constructivism that he advances doesn’t claim that technologies have no inherent properties, only that humanity can’t engage those directly: “While objects do exist, the way in which we understand them is always subject to negotiation and interpretation” (p. 571). This construction seems to allow for the possibility that some interpretations are more likely than others—that a technology’s clear capabilities are a force at the negotiating table, as it were. To call those capabilities “perceived” is not always to say much. That the affordance of gunpowder for weaponry had to be perceived is certain; that it would be is perhaps only slightly less so. Useful as it is, the notion of affordance sustains an epistemological blurring that bedevils every conversation about technology’s effects. That conversation turns on two distinct questions that converge in metaphor but also, presumably, in mechanism: How the individual confronts a technological object and how society confronts an emerging technology. It goes without saying that Hutchby and Rappert appreciate this difference, but they and other scholars move freely between the two poles in a way that can complicate debate. For instance, after pointing out that bridges are not airplanes are not computers, Hutchby (2001) takes on the telephone’s unexpected evolution into a social instrument, insisting (to paraphrase only slightly) that whether it ultimately carried chit-chat or Tchaikovsky, any interpretation had to conform to “the affordances of the artifact: the possibilities for action that it offers” (p. 449). He’s surely right, but a constructivist could respond that those affordances— especially but not exclusively in the sense of action invited—shifted as telephones and telephone networks were optimized for the uses that people ended up favoring. The artifact changed. We can almost imagine concert broadcasts emanating from early wall-mounted, fixed-speaker telephones but not from the handset-and-cradle models that soon took hold. Conversely, though, the fact that Alexander Graham Bell was a better inventor than prognosticator does not mean that we cannot, looking back, speak of the telephone’s historical impacts. (Ironically, the grandest statements about a technology’s effects tend to be the least assailable. Historians can disagree about whether the economics of the telegraph led to the inverted-pyramid structure of wire reports. But can we imagine a historical world at all like our own in which the ability to move messages faster than goods would not, as Carey, 1992, has argued it did, stabilize prices across space and open up time as a dimension for arbitrage?) Social construction loses any trace of controversy when we move from talking about objects to talking about epic, decades-long industrial–technological developments like printing and telegraphy; obviously society is implicated in these. The interesting question becomes how, when turning our gaze from object to underlying technology, we can preserve a role for the motive force of what such a technology not only permits but also suggests to the society rendering it—its historical affordances, in other words.
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Clifford Geertz’s (1973) model of cultural evolution has the shape of a good answer, I think. “Between the cultural pattern, the body, and the brain, a positive feedback system was created in which each shaped the progress of the other,” he wrote, a system in which the interaction among increasing tool use, the changing anatomy of the hand, and the expanding representation of the thumb on the cortex is only one of the most graphic examples. By submitting himself to governance by symbolically mediated programs for producing artifacts, organizing social life, or expressing emotions, man determined, if unwittingly, the culminating stages of his own biological destiny. Quite literally, though inadvertently, he created himself. (p. 48)



Even if only as analogy, this description has real appeal for a model of technological affordance. As soon as we tease apart, say, telephone-as-object and telephone-ashistorical-technology, it becomes natural to link the two in a developmental feedback loop like the one Geertz describes. (One assumes that Hutchby and Rappert envision this sort of mechanism, although in my reading, they don’t elaborate it.) Some part of what an underlying technology conceivably affords will be emphasized when it is rendered into an object guiding, but not controlling, its use; likewise, how people actually use the object will be one factor guiding the development of the core technology and thus shaping the affordances of future iterations of the object. Feedback loops are inherently volatile, magnifying stray inputs. They don’t unfold in any reliable, teleological way. But they may also be probabilistic, tending over time to express constituent forces. By one account, it took a century for gunpowder to make the leap from fireworks to bamboo-borne missiles. We can imagine any number of factors that might have held it back—for instance, if the first people to use the powder were geographically isolated or lacked a critical ingredient or tied it to secretive religious rituals. But every year that the technology spread brought new opportunities for its war-making potential—perceived, yes, but still meaningfully inherent—to be expressed. Eventually, it was. Every technological object—certainly any communication device—takes on meaning in a cultural context, a “web of significance” that itself is altered by the reading (Geertz, 1973, p. 5). Likewise, a long course of technological development like printing or telegraphy both shapes and is shaped by social, economic, and political forces. Platitudes aside, cultural mediation leaves room for even a media technology’s as-yetunexpressed affordances to be a contending force in history—for the idea of fixity afforded by print to be seized on culturally and thus act as a magnet in history, not least by providing a goal for the material development of print technology itself. At the same time, and crucially, Geertz’s feedback model emphasizes that cultural practices obey an inertia of their own. Evolving in tandem with our technological environment, we invest things with meaning in an ad hoc fashion, as they arise. We fold new capabilities into our web of significant habit—and then we depend on them. As Geertz wrote, “We are, in sum, incomplete or unfinished animals who compete ourselves through culture—and not through culture in general but through highly particular forms
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of it: Dobuan and Javanese, Hopi and Italian, upper-class and lower-class, academic and commercial” (p. 49). Whatever constellation of socioeconomic circumstances allowed the first gossipers to take to the telephone, once the idle chatter began, it gained its own cultural gravity. Today teenagers gab online because, well, teenagers gab online; here, now, it’s a part of their cultural repertoire, of what it means to be an American teenager. And chat-room culture in Brazil may be an entirely different animal from chat-room culture in the United States—not because the two countries heed different sets of core values necessarily but simply because Internet chatting in each case followed its own meandering, feedback-driven cultural course. A close look at another emerging digital genre, news-related blogs, should provide the backdrop to better elaborate a Geertz-inflected model of culture and affordance. Although the literature cited so far doesn’t deal with genre directly, it seems a fruitful avenue of inquiry: In some sense, a genre is a set of affordances, the communicative template that results when culture renders technological possibility.



The Affordances of Blogging Much ink has been spilled on the question of blogging’s relationship to journalism, by academics as well as by journalists and bloggers themselves. A main fulcrum for this conversation has been the idea that at least some blogging constitutes “participatory journalism” or “citizen journalism” and the question of how these relate (or don’t) to earlier professional movements for “public” or “civic” journalism. A related axis is the tension between maintaining an open, only loosely credentialed press, on one hand, and preserving a clear set of protections for that press, on the other. Efforts by bloggers to invoke the full run of First Amendment privilege enjoyed by professional reporters (i.e., when several Apple-related news blogs sought unsuccessfully to shield their anonymous sources from the company’s trade-secret lawsuits) have provoked the fear that, in the long run, courts will broaden access to such journalistic protections only by weakening them (see Kurtz, 2007; Markoff, 2005). Reporting and blogging clearly overlap. Newspapers from the Washington Post to the tiny Northwest Voice (serving northwest Bakersfield, in California) have embraced blogging as a source of public comment and, in the latter’s case, news. Meanwhile, any number of blogs have tried to engage in on-the-ground reporting; the most notable example may be Joshua Marshall’s Talking Points Memo, which has broken news by aggressively soliciting tips and leads from its readership (and which ran a “TPM Muckraking Fund” in late 2005 to hire a pair of full-time reporters). Blogs have become a primary source of news and information during catastrophes whose sheer scale challenges the reach and resources of traditional news organizations (e.g., in 2004 and 2005, the Indian Ocean tsunami, the London subway bombings, and Hurricane Katrina).
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However, and despite their mutual suspicion, conventional wisdom in both camps has converged on a commonsense reading that seems hard to dispute: that blogging and reporting don’t compete so much as coexist in a tense journalistic symbiosis. As a recent article (Edmonds, 2005) on the journalism site Poynteronline commented, “Citizen-generated content has a significant role to fill in the dissemination of information. But they won’t replace traditional media.” Or in less prosaic fashion, as journalism professor Jay Rosen (2005) declared in a PressThink headline, “Bloggers vs. Journalists is Over.” Fittingly, Rosen closes with a quote borrowed from The New York Times (Times) article about the role of blogs in the aftermath of the Indian Ocean tsunami; the newspaper recorded well-known blogger Xeni Jardin opining that to ask whether blogs will replace news outlets is like asking, “Will farmers’ markets replace restaurants?…One is a place for rich raw materials. One represents a different stage of the process” (Schwartz, 2004, p. A17). The point of her analogy is clear, but we should hesitate to fix the roles of old and new media outlets so confidently. In the context of the tsunami coverage and other disaster stories, blogs clearly become a source of “raw materials” for newspapers and TV news, providing photographs, snippets of information, and first-person accounts. In the day-to-day operation of news-related blogs, however, the roles are reversed; daily news accounts provide the grist for the blogger’s mill. It’s tempting to preserve some sort of taxonomical order by dismissing as commentary the activities of news-related blogs such as the Daily Kos, Instapundit, and dozens more, setting them off from the project of citizen journalism. But that ignores the possibility that a new journalistic niche is emerging that doesn’t fit easily into existing categories. A few examples will illustrate what for many in the blogging community must be self-evident: that news-related blogs provide a forum not just for opinion but for an open, collaborative version of the detailed, factual analysis that normally takes place in closed editorial meetings or even inside a reporter’s head. The particular affordances of blogging invite a kind of corrective analysis quite different from what prevails on other forums for news comment, such as opinion–editorial pages or the Sunday political shows. I’d like to suggest that, collectively, news-related blogs act as an engine for distilling and dissecting news accounts, testing them against one another and against established facts to solidify the bed of “what is known”—the real, factual context for future news accounts. As an example, consider the role that news-related blogs played in the crucial first few weeks of a controversial story that broke in 2005: The Times’ revelation on December 16, 2005, that since early 2002, the White House had authorized warrantless wiretaps that appeared to violate Vietnam-era restrictions on domestic spying (Lichtblau & Risen, 2005a). An odd question lurked at the center of the story during those initial weeks: Why would the government have needed to circumvent special courts that can issue warrants in hours or, if need be, retroactively? Also, why would the Times have agreed to sit on this seemingly cut-and-dried story for more
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than a year? Neither the original Times report nor extensive follow-ups in the other major papers acknowledged the conceptual hole, much less explained it. (The Times did specify that details had been left out of its account for national security reasons.) Several news-related blogs focused on the mystery. By the morning of December 17, Talking Points Memo (Marshall, 2005a) had already declared that “something seems fishy about the rationale” because the secret court that governs domestic spying is “designed for speed” and “extremely indulgent of government applications for warrants” (paragraphs 4-5). That evening Marshall (2005b) returned with official statistics to support those points, excerpting a Justice Department report. Then on December 19, Marshall (2005c) ran an e-mail from a reader who, based on a careful parsing of a letter from Senator Jay Rockefeller (D–W. Va.) to Vice President Cheney, which the lawmaker had just released, concluded that the issue must be new spying technologies that were incompatible with the letter of the law. On the same day, the blog Political Animal (Drum, 2005) assembled quotes from Rockefeller as well as President Bush, Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, and Times editor Bill Keller to make the same point: None of these quotes makes sense if the NSA program involved nothing more than an expansion of ordinary taps of specific individuals.…It seems clear that there’s something involved here that goes far beyond ordinary wiretaps, regardless of the technology used. Perhaps some kind of massive data mining, which makes it impossible to get individual warrants? (paragraph 6)



Meanwhile, Marshall opened a reader “thread” on the issue, which during the next 2 days yielded detailed discussion about the technology that might be involved, including numerous links to articles in the trade press. A review of three major newspapers—the Times, Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times—reveals that none reported on this technology angle until the Times followed up on December 24, 8 days after it first broke the story (Lichtblau & Risen, 2005b). By January 2, the Times was reporting that the warrantless wiretaps were part of much broader data-mining operations conducted by the National Security Agency on “vast volumes of communication within the United States,” and for which the NSA had made agreements with leading telecommunications companies for access to their network switches (Lichtblau, 2006). The point is not that newspapers wouldn’t have arrived at that story on their own; almost certainly, national-affairs reporters around the country noticed the same “fishiness” that Talking Points Memo pointed to and were racing to find authoritative sources once the first Times story broke. But their reasoning was shielded from public view and from public input. The episode neatly captured the affordances of blogs for a kind of distributed news analysis. One such affordance of blogging might be dubbed “many eyeballs,” after the opensource software dictum that “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow.” Rather than focusing the expertise of a few professionals, the open-source community reveals the innards of its software code to as many people as possible, relying on sheer numbers to
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discover buried errors or solve intractable problems. In the blogosphere, both original reporting and (more often) fact checking operate under a similar principle. Much more than a reporter at the Times, Josh Marshall can solicit ideas or facts from his readership and quickly feed the good bits into a larger conversation. During the controversy over forged documents in the 60 Minutes report on President Bush’s National Guard service, bloggers tapped into a willing reserve of people familiar with both typewriters and National Guard protocols from the early 1970s.1 Similarly, the Army’s use of white phosphorous as a weapon during two 2004 assaults on Fallujah had been documented in news reports at the time and, at length, in the March/April 2005 issue of the Army’s own Field Artillery magazine—but it took reader input to a pair of popular blogs (Daily Kos and Altercation) to dig up that documentation and inject it into the mainstream conversation.2 Another affordance of blogging is fixity, although a different form of it than the quality Eisenstein attributed to print. Broadcast and even print news can be fairly ephemeral; reports that don’t achieve a critical mass of attention may fade quickly from sight. For citizen as well as reporter, recovering the precise details of a proposal or the exact wording of a leader’s remarks requires some effort. News-related blogs (and Web sites generally) constitute a sort of global bulletin board on which to affix jarring or incongruent facts so they can be easily recovered, safe from the amnesiac grind of the news cycle. The analysis of Senator Rockefeller’s letter to the Vice President hung on its own permanent peg in the news ether, where any of us (and especially any reporter on the story) could and can see it for ourselves. Sites such as thememoryhole.org and thesmokinggun.com dedicate themselves to providing those permanent pegs so documents or statements won’t be “lost” from our useful memory. But the best example of fixity at work may be the slow-motion, blog-fueled scandal over Senator Trent Lott’s salute to segregation at the 100th birthday of Senator Strom Thurmond in 2002. The analysis at the time pointed to mounting furor as the story “percolated” on several popular blogs (Scott, 2004); but it would be a mistake to focus on bloggers’ outrage and bombast and miss the naked force of Lott’s comments themselves, frozen for all to see and cite. Closely related to fixity is another crucial affordance of blogs, one so obvious that it is easy to overlook: juxtaposition. News-related blogs specialize in the sort of analysis that Political Animal ran on December 19, pulling together arguments, statements, or reports from multiple sources (or from the same source at different times) and placing them side by side to tease out the implications. This sounds suspiciously like “thinking”— the kind of analysis that any good reporter would perform. But a reporter faces constraints—meeting deadlines, appearing objective, writing for limited space, finding timely “hooks” for analysis, and so on—that don’t apply to bloggers. (This editorial freedom should probably be considered a separate affordance of blogging.) The blogs at the center of the Trent Lott controversy didn’t just post the Senator’s remarks but also juxtaposed them immediately to quotes from Strom Thurmond’s 1948 campaign, from the official Dixiecrat platform, and from a Mississippi Democratic Party “sample
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ballot” of the era attacking civil rights reforms (Scott, 2004). During the Byzantine twists of the Valerie Plame/Judith Miller affair, left-leaning blogs began to parse and compare every new utterance from the key players to develop elaborate reconstructions of who knew what and when, to deduce whose lawyers were leaking, and so forth.3 Sites such as factcheck.org or the Columbia Journalism Review’s “Campaign Desk” specialize in a kind of accountability-via-juxtaposition, excerpting political claims and placing them alongside contradictory excerpts from news accounts, official reports, or earlier claims. These three qualities—reader input, fixity, and juxtaposition—can’t claim to be a complete or definitive list of blogging’s journalistic affordances. But they offer enough of a scaffold to let us consider what makes blogs blog-like—in particular, how clearly this new genre reflects or embodies underlying technological characteristics. The first point to emphasize is that these affordances aren’t exclusive to blogging. A print newspaper counts on reader feedback and even news tips, for instance; but a paper can’t gather that input as widely or quickly as a blog, nor print it at such length, nor run it as an ongoing conversation, and so on. The spirit of Charles Hockett’s (1954, p. 123) observation that languages differ more in what they make easy than what they make possible applies here; a newspaper could run thousands of words parsing every sentence Judy Miller utters, but the economics of the medium, its physical format, and, of course, its culture all marshal against it. A second point is that what blogs afford for journalism is, obviously, a particular refraction of what the Internet affords for communication in general, in venues from discussion groups to auction sites. For instance, Wikipedia, the open-source encyclopedia, takes advantage of precisely the three characteristics that we’ve identified—finding people with esoteric expertise, affixing articles where anyone can use or critique them, and juxtaposing competing versions for critical analysis. A blog is, after all, only a Web page with peculiar habits—or as Wikipedia (2006) itself defines it, “a website where entries are made in journal style and displayed in a reverse chronological order” (see definition at http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Blog&oldid=79595251). The entry goes on to note that blogging in that sense existed since at least 1994, 3 years before the term was coined and 5 years before new blogging tools, such as LiveJournal and blogger.com, helped to introduce it to a wider audience. (Estimates vary, but the number of blogs seems to have risen from hundreds or thousands in the late 1990s, to tens of thousands in 2002 and 2003, to upwards of 70 million today; see McCarthy, 2007.) Blogging software and blog-hosting sites clearly manifest the affordances that we’ve identified. Common blogging templates make it easy to quote from outside sources, setting off the quoted text from the body of the blog and providing a link for those who want to see the original document. Likewise, hosting software automatically generates a “permalink” to each individual entry on a blog—a pointer that will always bring up that entry if other blogs or Web sites wish to refer to it. Blogging software can accommodate one or more main bloggers, each with their own identity and also (and automatically) create a space for readers to offer their
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own comments. The software automatically stamps each entry with time, date, and author, helping to structure the conversation within and among blogs. However, these features are trivial. Any Web server can host a blog; any Web page software can indent and link and quote and stamp. Blogging tools merely emphasize and automate a certain subset of the features available to any Web site. More to the point, blogging software was expressly designed to emphasize those features to facilitate an activity that was already beginning to take place, in the same way that the development of the telephone and telephone networks conformed to the emerging practices of telephone culture. Wikipedia (2006) goes on to describe the early history of blogs and blogging tools as follows: Early weblogs were simply manually updated components of common websites. However, the evolution of tools to facilitate the production and maintenance of web articles posted in said chronological fashion made the publishing process feasible to a much larger, less technical, population. Ultimately, this resulted in the distinct class of online publishing that produces blogs we recognize today. For instance, the use of some sort of browser-based software is now a typical aspect of “blogging.” Blogs can be hosted by dedicated blog hosting services, or they can be run using blog software, such as WordPress, blogger or LiveJournal, or on regular web hosting services, such as DreamHost.



What little research exists on this point (see Gill, 2005) tends to support the idea that blogging, blog software, and underlying communication protocols (especially RSS, which lets blogs and other sites subscribe to automatic “feeds” of one another’s content) evolved in tandem. This reading focuses attention squarely on genre as the intersection of technology and society: Technology and sociocultural practice evolve together, each feeding back into the other, to constitute a genre such as “blogs” or even “news-related blogs.” Genre, in this sense of a manifest set of communicative affordances, applies as easily to telephone conversations or 16th-century books as it does to blogging. In each case, the genre is constrained by the affordances of the underlying technology; more to the point, though, a genre embodies what those emerging technological capabilities suggest to a particular society at a given moment, giving the technology meaning and purpose in human affairs. In this respect, genre can be considered part of the mechanism of emergence, giving expression to features and norms that a developing technology has just made possible—or perhaps is just on the cusp of making possible. The Internet brings this developmental feedback loop into unusually sharp relief. The dialogue between technology and culture as the telephone developed, for example, was mediated by a fairly restrictive marketplace; potential uses of the telephone had to be perceived by, and prove lucrative to, a limited number of market actors. One imagines that the costs involved made the political economy of early printing even more confining. The economics of publishing online, and even of inventing whole new categories of software to encourage novel kinds of publishing online, are friendlier to whimsy. Consider the short history of “podcasting.” According to Wikipedia, the idea was first
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proposed in 2000, as “audioblogging”; it took shape in a handful of noncommercial software experiments and then became the pet cause of a former MTV “video jockey,” who evangelized it with new software, an online directory, and his own popular podcasts (see also Newitz, 2005). By mid-2005, the emerging genre had gained enough traction to be built into a new version of Apple’s popular iTunes software, which, in turn, introduced the idea to a much wider audience. Today iTunes lists more than 25,000 separate podcasts, including, for instance, a “news” category that runs from CNN feeds to “Rocketboom,” a very popular, highly erratic roundup of the day’s news delivered from a Manhattan apartment. Meanwhile, podcasting software and protocols are being continuously revised—to incorporate video, to be easier to use, and so on. As podcasting settles into certain stable genres, it will embody what the technology affords—distributing radio- and TV-like programs on the cheap—as imagined by a particular community of enthusiasts. It bears the stamp of the fact that the technology’s biggest early evangelist was a former video jockey enamored of grassroots media and not, say, a venture capitalist or Time Warner. It reflects the influence of the genre’s first successes (Rocketboom is only one of several podcasts by amateur newscasters who repeat headlines in sports or technology while cracking jokes, drinking beer, etc.). It’s hard to imagine that the evolution of podcasts is not being shaped by today’s top story, the Iraq war, just as the culture of news-related blogging was formed in the context of another major story, the 2004 election (see Gill, 2005). The fickle cultural feedback loops that Geertz points to give us a way to think about blogs, podcasts, or any other emergent genre evolving toward an expression of its basic technological potential—and thus displaying the qualities that will later seem inherent—but in a way that reflects the accidents of its birth. Like the cultural vagaries Geertz describes, communications genres have to be understood in their essential idiosyncrasy. Dan Hallin and Paolo Mancini (1984) have demonstrated that what we might take to be basic, even technological, features of a genre, such as the tendency of TV news to favor thematic narratives, turn out to be absent in some political cultures. However, this does not mean that broadcast video doesn’t invite thematic narrative, nor even that the Italian news producers Hallin and Mancini studied were congenitally blind to that affordance. We should be wary of accounting for difference by applying an essentialist cultural stamp. We can say only that at the moment and in the way the TV news took shape in Italy, other tendencies prevailed; perhaps a slightly different set of circumstances or actors would have nudged the formative genre in direction that gave fuller expression to the narrative gene. Likewise, it’s tempting to look at the past decade and argue that the Internet has had a democratizing influence on news in the United States, prying open the organs of news production and making journalists more accountable to their audience. Given the characteristics of each, we want to be able to say that the outcome of their collision makes sense, even that it was inevitable. But were we clamoring for news democracy before the Web came along? If we were, are blogs what we had in mind? A technology like print or the Internet exerts a general pull on history—but only
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because particular genres of communication provide a crucible for technological possibility and social intent to evolve together. The paradox that Geertz wants us to understand is that embracing the particular offers a window onto the universal—and a way to talk, I think, about the influence of communications technology in human affairs. As he wrote, “Seeing heaven in a grain of sand is not a trick only poets can accomplish” (Geertz, 1973, p. 44).



Notes 1. For a thorough account, see the Wikipedia entry for “Killian documents.” 2. See “Daily Kos” for November 9, 2005, at http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2005/11/9/ 164137/436. 3. For an extreme example, see the 1800-word forensic dissection of the controversy on a blog called “The Next Hurrah” on October 7, 2005, at http://thenexthurrah.typepad.com/the_next_hurrah/2005/10/sweet_judy_ blew.html.
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